All of the information contained on this site (http://pcaps.utah.edu/data) at this time should be considered provisional, as quality control of the data has not been completed. While there are no restrictions on access to these data, we strongly encourage anyone considering using these data assets for research purposes to first contact the PIs (Dave Whiteman or John Horel). We can then let you know the appropriate subject matter experts for specific data platforms.

Given the subtleties in some cases of data quality issues associated with specific data streams, we encourage users to involve the subject matter experts in research efforts intended for refereed publications. Our goal is to maintain the data collected during the PCAPS field project as a permanent archive with sufficient metadata and quality control that researchers will feel comfortable using the data assets for wide ranging analyses.

We would greatly appreciate that use of these data acknowledge the funding for this project by the National Science Foundation (Grant Number 0938397) and the efforts of the research team, which included many volunteers who participated in the collection of the data.

Dave Whiteman (dave.whiteman@utah.edu) and John Horel (john.horel@utah.edu)